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The way we shop 
has changed forever. 



33%
of European 
consumers who shop 
online weekly get 
their groceries at 
three or more 
e-commerce players

18%
Increase in online 
e-grocery orders in 
Greece in Q3 2022

 

28%
In Europe actively search 
for best promotions.

54%
of shoppers used ve or 
more channels, like 
video and social media, 
to shop over a two-day 
period

 

New behaviours combined with macro 
economic dynamics changes everything

Source: 
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/state%20of%20grocery%20europe%202022/navigating-the-market-headwinds-the-state-of-grocery-retail-2022-europe.pdf



The rapid shift to digital channels               
in grocery is astonishing

YoY growth in 
online retail food 
purchases 
in UK

92

of all grocery 
shopping is now 
online in the UK

30%

%

9000%
increase in “curbside 
pickup” searches on 
Google Maps in the US
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Hot Topics in Grocery - Right Now



Channelless Commerce Convergence of retail and media Marketplace proliferation

Ubiquitous Digital 
Shopping
The funnel from inspiration to conversion is shrinking with 
consumers expecting to be able to shop wherever they are 
in the digital ecosystem, and whenever they want.



Chat and Voice based 
experiences Personalized experiences Omni-fulfillment and delivery

Frictionless Experiences
The pandemic accelerated consumer demand and 
expectations for convenience - from curbside pick up to 
flawless customer service.



Store Modernization
Google has identified five innovation hotspots that 
together create the modern store.

Transactions and checkout Fulfillment and replenishment 
optimization

Store infrastructure and 
application modernization

Personalized Product Discovery & 
Promotions

Associate Productivity & 
Workforce Enablement 



Supply chain optimization
The Pandemic has dramatically both challenged and 
highlighted the importance of the retail supply chain.

Retailers owning parts of 
the supply chain

Data, visibility & applying AI/ML to solve complex 
issues and top cost opportunities

Warehouse/Supply Chain 
Automation 



Collection, analysis and 
activation of customer + data

The increasing importance of loyalty 
programs Contextual personalization

Harnessing the Power of 
1st Party Data
Changes in customer expectations and regulations, 
coupled with companies reactions to those changes, 
increases retailers reliance on first party data - from 
customer data and beyond.

Data-driven 
decision

Leverage 
imbedded AI 

and ML 
capabilities

Analyze data 
and share 
across the 

organization

Holistic 
customer 

view



Retail Media Networks & 
Audience monetization

New opportunities across product 
lifecycle (subscriptions) Cross-Industry Opportunities

New Revenue Streams
Retailers are identifying opportunities to drive new revenue 
streams - from monetizing audiences to integrating further 
into the product lifecycle and to complementary business 
models.
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How can Google help Grocery Retailers
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Complete the Customer Journey
Bring together capabilities of Google

Provide unique and delightful customer 
experiences

True Differentiation 
Covers each step of personalized customer journey

Ecosystem with seamless shopping experience

Innovation Partner
Influence buying behavior, empower employees, 
and delight customers

Achieve operational excellence with an intelligent, 
trusted and secure platform

Leading AI/ML expertise

Retail: One Google Strategy 

become a 
transformational partner 
for retail, and build the 
industry's holistic solution 
ecosystem

01
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03



Google

Create a data-driven
 customer centricity

Build the 
modern store Transform the 

customer 
experience

Modernize infrastructure and 
Drive Efficient Operations

 

 

Google is uniquely positioned to help 
you build the retailer of the future

Channel-less
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Discovery & Engagement                         
Help shoppers with product 
discovery

Engagement                 Enable 
shoppers to find best store, 
faster

Engagement & Conversion 
Help shoppers communicate 
with businesses

Acquisition                        
Help shoppers acquire 
goods fasterConversion & Retention 

Help shoppers with 
promotions and simplify 
checkout

Research product online

Find a store

Engage with store, ETA 
for arrival & pickup

5% cashback on 
your next 
purchase

Simplify checkout

Store Pickup

Delivery

Promotions, 
incentives, offers

One Google:  Bringing together the capabilities of Google 

Buyer's Journey
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Fulfillment capabilities

Build and deploy new customer experiences with ease

Page load time

Speed and performance 

Auto-scaling 

Reliability

Enhanced product discovery across channels 
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...all the while managing costs across the business... 
Including improving store-based infrastructure to power these new digital shopping experiences

 
Capture digital and 
omnichannel revenue  
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Become a 
customer-centric, 
data-driven retailer

Changing customer trends 

Seasonality of demand

Regional demand variances

Customer shopping behavior and 
loyalty programs

Past sales

360° view of the customer

Connected, personalized experiences

Personalized promotions

Smarter merchandising decisions

Improved capital efficiency 

Retail data is growing quickly
as digital activity rises
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Drive operational 
improvement

Efficiency in contact center operations 

Rigorous cost focus to improve P&L

Optimize supply chain and reduce out-of-stocks

Collaboration & real-time feedback loop with stores

         



Google Cloud & Carrefour partner 
to transform the food industry. 

“With Google Cloud Platform 
technologies we are redefining 
the ways of doing shopping, 
developing a truly omnichannel 
value proposition for our 
customers.“

Amelie Oudea-Castera
Executive Director e-Commerce, Data & Digital Transformation

Carrefour 
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Top grocers and technology partners on a journey with Google Cloud

Technology Partners



1
Thank you!

Yiannis Papazoglou
yianpap@google.com

cloud.google.com

cloud.google.com/solutions/retail


